June 20, 2019

“Show me incentives, I’ll show you outcomes”
Our friend Ron Butler pushed back against our assertion that mortgage fraud is a “structural issue”:
https://twitter.com/ronmortgageguy/status/1139688719781285888
"Structural" covers a lot of ground. Is there mortgage fraud? Absolutely there is fraud for shelter! What percentage of new
mortgage origination does it represent? Low of 5% high of 20%. Why not more specific? I just don't know enough crooks to
produce better numbers”

Canadian credit trends update
1) OSFI and BoC mortgage data diverge, chartered banks ramp business lending again in April
2) Credit trends: ATB business loan provisions jump 450% y/y, insolvencies tick up
3) Tidbits from OSFI filings and other data points
i) Laurentian Bank update
ii) CIBC insured loans slump 1.2% vs +0.2% peer group
iii) EQB insured mortgages up 24% y/y!
iv) HCG and other non-prime lenders continue to gain market share
v) GIC rates tumble to 18-month lows
vi) Stress test set to ease as lenders cut posted rates
4) Loan growth by lender
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1) OSFI and BoC mortgage data diverge, chartered banks ramp business lending again in April
OSFI balance sheet data for April shows that Canadian chartered banks continue to lean on business lending to
bolster overall loan growth. Notable is the 14.2% y/y growth in domestic business loans and the 23.1% growth in
foreign $ denominated loans:

Domestic lending
y/y

Foreign
$ denominated
y/y

Consumer loans

4.1%
(4.1% prev)

10.8%
(9.0% prev)

Mortgage loans

4.3%
(4.1% prev)

19.7%
(17.9% prev)

Business loans

14.2%
(11.2% prev)

23.1%
(22.2% prev)

There’s a growing discrepancy between OSFI balance sheet data and Bank of Canada credit data for chartered
banks. The former shows domestic mortgage growth at 4.3% y/y and accelerating (see above), the latter is at
2.9% and stable as of April:
https://credit.bankofcanada.ca/householdcredit#shcc
We’ve put inquiries in to both the BoC and OSFI to better understand the discrepancy since it’s a pretty important
one. Our sense is that the OSFI data is correct, at least directionally. Mortgage credit growth should be
accelerating modestly based on channel checks with mortgage contacts, all of whom are reporting an increase in
volumes through the spring relative to last year:

OSFI data for the big 6 banks plus CWB and LB as of April are shown below.
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Notable data points:
•

Banks grew their business loan books by 2.2% m/m in April following a massive 4.3% increase in March.
That brings their business loan books (defined by OSFI as “loans to individuals and others for business
purposes”) to $906B, a 13.7% CAGR over the past 6 years:
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•

Domestic HELOC loan growth slowed to 5.4% y/y in April, the lowest rate of growth in 2 years. Consider
this a negative for consumption broadly and reno spending specifically given the importance of HELOC
and cash-out refinancing in funding renovations.

•

The runoff in bank insured mortgage books slowed sharply last month. Insured loans declined just 0.04%
in April, the smallest monthly decline since early 2017. Backing out CIBC’s 1.2% m/m decline, the group
saw insured loans rise 0.2% m/m (more on that curious trend below).
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2) Credit trends: ATB business loan provisions jump 450% y/y, insolvencies tick up
Consumer insolvency filings jumped 9.3% y/y in April led by a 10% increase in Ontario and a 18% increase in
Alberta.
The dollar volume of liabilities in those filings rose 12.1% y/y, led by a 37% increase in Alberta and a 14%
increase in Ontario.
Business insolvencies also rose sharply in April, up 21.4% y/y led by a 30% increase in Quebec and a 24%
increase in Ontario:
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While banks like CWB have so far dodged the Alberta slowdown with almost miraculous agility, their main
competitor ATB (a government-owned lender) reported a terrible quarter ending Mar 31:

Provisions for loan losses tripled y/y and were up 450% in the agricultural and business segments:

And the hits keep coming. The weekly ‘Insolvency Insider’ publication continues to be filled with cases like the
ones below:
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3) Tidbits from OSFI filings and other data points
i) Laurentian Bank update
After holding steady for 2 months, LB’s overall loan book declined 0.6% m/m in April while deposits fell 1.9%.
There are no signs of funding stress at LB based on GIC rates which have fallen sharply over the past month.

For their part, they are trying to regain market share. Mortgage pricing remains competitive in both their prime
and alt-a products, and B2B has even started waiving their lender fee on non-prime deals according to mortgage
broker contacts.
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ii) CIBC update
As mentioned, CM’s insured mortgage book declined last month by 1.2% while their peers saw combined 0.2%
growth. Read into that as you will. Years of channel checks consistently turned up stories of shenanigans on the
part of their mobile mortgage salespeople, and we continue to wonder if that may have finally caught up to them
in the form of more stringent underwriting scrutiny from insurers.

iii) EQB insured mortgages up 24% y/y!
Just as big declines in insured mortgages catch our eye at CIBC, so too does a massive jump in insured
mortgage balances that can’t be easily explained by ultra-competitive pricing or higher broker commissions. That
continues to be the case with EQB, which grew that book by 23.8% y/y in April!
Given our strong conviction that mortgage fraud in Canada is always concentrated in the insured segment for
reasons outlined here (https://view.protectedpdf.com/8EJuzD), we always urge readers who might own these
lenders to get comfortable with how exactly they are sourcing this sort of growth:

iv) HCG continues to gain market share
Home Capital Group continues to claw back market share. Uninsured loans grew 0.6% m/m in April and were up
12.5% y/y. Deposits were stable in April:
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Broker channel market share data for Q1 shows that non-prime lenders are gaining share, led by EQB (+190bps
y/y), SCB (+160bps) and HCG (+140bps). Per Canadian Mortgage Trends:
https://www.canadianmortgagetrends.com/2019/03/broker-lender-market-share-q4-2018/

v) GIC rates tumble
GIC rates have plunged in recent weeks to the lowest levels since late 2017:
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The 1-month change in GIC rates are shown below:

RY
BNS
BMO
NA
LB
CWB
EQB
HCG

1-yr GIC
 bps
-17
-15
-8
-20
-31
-15
-16
-26

2-yr GIC
 bps
-22
-16
-18
-23
-28
-13
-16
-28

vi) Mortgage rates plunge, stress test set to ease
Mortgage rates continue to fall, with fully discounted 5-yr fixed rates now pushing below 2.6%, the lowest since
mid-2017 according to RateHub.ca: https://www.ratehub.ca/5-year-fixed-mortgage-rate-history
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Posted mortgage rates are also declining for the first time since September 2016.
Recall that OSFI’s stress test is set at the higher of the contract rate +200bps OR the most common 5-yr posted
fixed rate (currently 5.34%).
Two big banks (Royal and National) have cut their posted rates from 5.34% to 5.19%. If one more big bank
follows (and they likely will), the new stress test rate will reset to the new lower rate.
From Rob McLister at RateSpy:
If that led to the minimum qualifying rate dropping from 5.34% to 5.19%, the median 2+ person family
making $92,700 with 20% down could theoretically afford up to 1.4% more house.
That’s not huge, but it is about $7,600 in additional buying power—using the above example.
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4) Loan growth by bank
RY:
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TD:
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CM:
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BNS:
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BMO:
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NA:
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CWB:
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LB:
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HCG:
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EQB:
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___
Regards,
Ben Rabidoux
Ben@Northcove.net
519-477-5211
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